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what’s it for?

to help dialogue between scientists and stakeholders 

in fisheries

fun

to study how information-sharing among fishers 

develops in a social setting



front end
multiplayer game

• join by giving yourself 

a name

you get 

• a boat 

• diesel fuel

• location

you go fishing for a day

• 5 minutes

• no knowledge of where 

fish are when you start

day ends in port

• you sell your fish

• you see the catch of 

other players

game is iterated

• share information

• learn about location of fish 



how to ‘win’

but -- other ways of being successful:

• conserving the ecosystem to provide sustainable yields

• sharing information and income from the aggregated catch

simplest: creating personal wealth

• the ‘rational man of economics’

• time to reflect – what do they want to achieve?

• decide for themselves what ‘winning’ is

a workshop environment for game-play:

a tool to generate a conversation about fishing



finding fish

after fishing, can share information 

about catch with other chosen players

see how much other fishers are 

getting (in my field of view)

move around getting information 

about fish stocks close to boat

try fishing

here, Jim has shared the information

that fish are abundant near his location, 

so I’ve moved to fish near where he is



in the background

rules for ecology, economics, 

and information sharing

economic returns

ecological 

dynamics

social 

interactions

a region of sea – gridded to allow 

spatial variation in stocks

a distribution of fish



ecological dynamics

can be set up to order; current plan:

two species:

• short-lived forage species (herring)

• long lived high-value species (cod)

dynamics within cells

• stage-based Lefkovich matrices

• survival dependent on food availability in the preceding 

size class – primitive density dependence, and linking of 

species

• fish thus compete with fishers for food – too much fishing 

wipes out the fish stocks

• fish movement to be included

dynamics between cells



effects of fishing

high value cod

choose a net type

• small mesh

• big mesh

small mesh big mesh

low value herring + undersize cod

MINOUW: can examine the response of fishers to a penalty for 

landing undersize cod

constraint: turnover of populations on a longer time scale than day-to-day fishing

automatic update of fish 

stocks to next year
3 iterations 

of fishing

(15 mins of 

game-play)

3 iterations 

of fishing

(15 mins of 

game-play)



economics

costs

• fuel

• costs of running the boat

• penalties for landing undersize quota species

income

• from catch: herring low, large cod high

• value might vary depending on total catches

wealth

• needs to be visible to other players

• could be reflected in the quality of boat



social interactions

social-science interest: cooperation helps to find the fish

all the events in the game go into a log file

• movements of boats
• catches

• information transfer between players

• quality of information


